Editing the Secondary Template in Dreamweaver

This is the Solutions for Your Life secondary template. Below you will find information on how to edit each section.

Changing a Class

Start by clicking the text that you want to change. For this example we will change the list used in the previous example.

Next, click on the tag name that contains the text. Tags are located at the bottom of the design view in Dreamweaver.

Because we are altering a list, we will click on the `<ul>` tag. The `<ul>` tag currently has the `orange-arrowlist` class applied. We will change it so that the list items do not have any bullets next to them.
Once the `<ul>` tag is clicked, all of the corresponding text will be highlighted (notice all of the list text is highlighted in black).

The list `<ul>` tag will be a lighter gray color.

To add a new class, make sure the tag/text is highlighted then select from the drop down style menu located in the properties box.

Notice orange-arrow-list is highlighted since that is the class currently applied to the list. For this example, we want the list to have no bullets. Click on the drop down arrow and then click on “nobullet”.

There is now no bullet next to each list item.

“nobullet” is also visible in the style menu of the properties box.
**Editing a List Item**

All lists can be edited the same way. An example list is pictured at right. In this example the header and a list item will be changed.

Start by highlighting the text to be changed. In this instance, “Header 4” will be changed. Then type in the new heading, or paste it in place. If you find the heading style changes when you paste text, hit CTRL + Z to go back a step (undo) and then highlight the text between the first and last character like this: `Header 4`. Then paste your text again and it should retain the style.

Your new heading would look something like the image at right.

To change a list item, highlight the text, then paste or type the new text.

To link a list item, start by highlighting the item.

Then either place a URL in the properties box and press enter OR click the folder icon to browse to a web page in your site and click to link to a local file.

If extra list items are **not needed**, highlight each one and **press the delete key** on your keyboard. If an additional list item is needed, place your mouse cursor at the end of the last list item and **press the enter key**.